Holiday Entertainment 2014- Short

1) Viola and Piano as they come in. Dave Z and Ryan.

2) Welcoming Remarks and lead in to next act. Bill G. and Dave L.

3) Dr. Seuss Halting Problem. Recited by Bill G.

4) Intro to Longest Path. Dave L, Tracy, Bill G.

5) Longest Path. Tracy, Backup, Harmonica, Keyboard.

6) Intro to Theory Girl. Dave Z and Tracy.


8) Acoustic Guitar Solo. By Bill G., Dave L, and Alex.

9) An ugrad, a grad, a postdoc, and a prof walk into a bar. Most of the cast.

10) Lecturer Interview Skit. All cast members. Maybe also Samir. Samir and most of the cast, but not Tracy who needs a costume change.

11) Intro to Translation of Let it Go. Bill G, Dave L, and NLP, which will be cast later.

12) Translation of Let it go. Tracy.

13) Who we are. All members of the Cast.